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CLICK project – Blog research 
 
Looking for the best cooking blogs on the Internet, we  followed two directions. 
We surfed:  
 

1. blogs in English (with the supporto of translation tools, in particolar Google translator) 
2. blogs in Italian  

 
The english blog we started from is Live Like an Italian, http://livelikeanitalian.com/  a blog 
devoted to the celebration of Italian lifestyle, culture, fashion, art, travel, and gastronomy started 
up in 2010 by the creators of the Mazzoni line of wines — the Franceschi and Terlato families. 
 
The blog is a resource for information about Italy and Italian travel and a “meeting place” where 
to make new friends and share experiences with lovers of Italy and all things Italian. 
In other words, as they say, everything under the Italian sun. 
 
Starting from this blog we visited other english food blogs. These are our favorites:  
 
Briciole http://www.pulcetta.com/ 
A blog where we found recipes and technique, amazing photography, short videos, and 
wonderful insights into our cuisine, culture, and language. The blog is written by an Italian living 
in California and has also connection on Flickr, Pinterest, Twitter, Youtube, Instagram, 
Facebook. It let us to surf widely the Internet and learn a lot about its power.     
 
Italian Food Forever http://www.italianfoodforever.com/ 
A blog by an American married into a large Italian family with an amusing headline “Chi mangia 
bene, mangia italiano” (Those who eat well, eat Italian :) full of recipes, gorgeous photography, 
glossary, substitutions for food products and conversions. The blog has also connection on 
Facebook and Twitter. 
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The Italian blogs 
 
In Italy there are a lot of food- blogs. We widely surfed the Internet to find the most interesting 
according to the project goals. This is our selection: 
 
Juls Kitchen http://it.julskitchen.com/ 
An Italian food blog translated also in English: Tuscan located world oriented. 
The young blogger Giulia Scarpaleggia, who lives in Tuscany, teaches at cooking to us but also 
to the many foreign fans of our country. Her blog has also connection on Flickr, Pinterest, 
Twitter, Youtube, Instagram, Facebook.  
 
Il cavoletto di Bruxelles http://www.cavolettodibruxelles.it/ 
A stylish blog, amazing photography, original recipes by Sigrid Verbert, a Belgian young woman 
who lives in Rome. Also her blog has connection on Facebook, Pinterest, Twitter, Instagram 
and is a mix of Italian and English.  
 
 
 


